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Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

A 

ABATTIS AABISTT abatis (barrier made of felled trees) [n -ES] 

ABIOSIS ABIIOSS absence of life [n -SES] 

ABLINGS ABGILNS ablins (perhaps) [adv] 

ABORTUS ABORSTU aborted fetus [n -ES] 

ACULEUS ACELSUU sharp-pointed part [n -EI] 

AETATIS AAEISTT of age of [adj] 

AIBLINS ABIILNS ablins (perhaps) [adv] 

ALUMNUS ALMNSUU male graduate [n -NI] 

AMBONES ABEMNOS AMBO, pulpit in early Christian church [n] 

ANGELUS AEGLNSU Roman Catholic prayer [n -ES] 

ANNATES AAENNST first year’s revenue of bishop paid to pope [n] 

ANNULUS ALNNSUU ring or ringlike part [n -LI, -ES] 

APHESIS AEHIPSS loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [n -SES] 

APHIDES ADEHIPS APHIS, aphid (any of family of small soft-bodied insects) [n] 

APROPOS AOOPPRS relevant [adj] 

APSIDES ADEIPSS APSIS, apse (domed semicircular projection of building) 

ARBUTUS ABRSTUU evergreen tree [n-ES] 

ASCARIS AACIRSS ascarid (parasitic worm) [n -IDES] 

ASCESIS ACEISSS conduct of ascetic [n -SES] 

ASCITES ACEISST accumulation of serous fluid in abdomen [n] 

ASEPSIS AEIPSSS condition of being aseptic [n -SES] 

ASKESIS AEIKSSS ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n -SES] 

AUROCHS ACHORSU extinct European ox [n -ES] 

AUXESIS AEISSUX increase in cell size without cell division [n -SES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

B 

BEEDIES BDEEEIS BEEDI, bidi (cigarette of India [n] 

BEJASUS ABEJSSU bejesus (exclamation used as mild oath) [n -ES] 

BEJESUS BEEJSSU exclamation used as mild oath [n -ES] 

BELACED ABCDEEL adorned with lace [adj] 

BELATED ABDEELT late or too late [adj] 

BELOVED BDEELOV one who is loved [n -S] 

BENTHOS BEHNOST bottom of sea [n -ES] 

BEROBED BBDEEOR wearing robe [adj] 

BILOBED BBDEILO bilobate (having two lobes) [adj] 

BOLETUS BELOSTU fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n -TI, -ES] 

BONKERS BEKNORS crazy [adj] 

BOONIES BEINOOS backwoods area [n] 

BORACES ABCEORS borax (white crystalline compound) [n] 

BOSSIES BEIOSSS bossy (cow) [n] 

BUBALIS ABBILSU bubal (large antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n -ES] 

BUTTALS ABLSTTU boundary lines [n] 
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C 

CAESTUS ACESSTU cestus (belt or girdle) [n -ES] 

CAJONES ACEJNOS CAJON, steep-sided canyon [n] 

CALAMUS AACLMSU marsh plant [n -MI] 

CALENDS ACDELNS first day of Roman month [n] 

CALICES ACCEILS plural of calix [n] 

CALLOUS ACLLOSU to make or become hard [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CANTHUS ACHNSTU corner of eye [n -HI] 

CARICES ACCEIRS pl. of carex [n] 

CARITAS AACIRST love for all people [n -ES] 

CAROLUS ACLORSU old English coin [ -ES, -LI] 

CHABLIS ABCHILS dry white wine [n] 

CHALLIS ACHILLS light fabric [n -ES] 

CHASSIS ACHISSS frame of car [n CHASSIS] 

CHINOIS CHIINOS cone-shaped sieve [n -ES] 

CLASSIS ACILSSS governing body in certain churches [-SES]  

CLIVERS CEILRSV annual herb [n] 

CLYPEUS CELPSUY shield-like structure [n -EI] 

COJONES CEJNOOS offensive word [n] 

COLITIS CIILOST inflammation of colon [n -ES] 

COLLINS CILLNOS alcoholic beverage [n] 

COLOBUS BCLOOSU large African monkey [n -ES, -BI] 

COLONUS CLNNOSU freeborn serf [n -NI] 

CONATUS ACNOSTU effort (deliberate exertion) [n] 

CONGIUS CGINOSU ancient unit of measure [n -II] 

COXITIS CIIOSTX inflammation of hip joint [n -IDES] 

CRETONS CENORST spread of shredded pork and onions [n] 

CROQUIS CIOQRSU sketch [n] 

CSARDAS AACDRSS czardas (Hungarian dance) [n -ES] 

CUBITUS BCISTUU forearm [n -TI, -ES] 

CUMULUS CLMSUUU type of cloud [n -LI, -ES] 

CYCLOPS CCLOPSY minute one-eyed crustacean [n CYCLOPS, -PES] 

CZARDAS AACDRSZ Hungarian dance [n -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

D 

DARBIES ABDEIRS handcuffs [n] 

DEMINER DEEIMNR one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n -S] 

DICKENS CDEIKNS devil [n -ES] 

DIDDUMS DDDIMSU used to express sympathy to child [interj] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

E 

EBONICS BCEINOS dialect of English spoken by some African-Americans [n] 

ECDYSIS CDEISSY shedding of outer layer of skin [n -SES, -ES] 
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ECHINUS CEHINSU echinoid (spiny marine animal) [n -NI, -ES] 

ECTASIS ACEISST lengthening of usually short syllable [n -SES] 

EIKONES EEIKNOS EIKON, icon [n] 

EMBOLUS BELMOSU abnormal particle circulating in blood [n -LI] 

EMPTINS EIMNPST liquid leavening [n] 

ENDWAYS ADENSWY endwise (lengthwise) [adv] 

ENTASIS AEINSST slight convexity in column [n -SES] 

EPHEBOS BEEHOPS ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n -OI] 

EPHEBUS BEEHPSU young man of ancient Greece [n -BI] 

EPINAOS AEINOPS rear vestibule [n -OI] 

EQUITES EEIQSTU EQUES, member of privileged military class of ancient Rome [n] 

EURIPUS EIPRSUU swift sea channel [n -PI] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

F 

FAMULUS AFLMSUU servant or attendant [n -LI] 

FETIALIS AEFIILST fetial (priest of Ancient Rome) [n -LES] 

FLOCCUS CCFLOSU floccule (tuft-like mass) [n -CCI] 

FORCEPS CEFOPRS instrument for seizing and holding objects [n -CIPES] 

FRACTUS ACFRSTU ragged cloud [n -TI] 

FRONTES EFNORST FRONS, upper anterior portion of insect’s head [n] 

FUMULUS FLMSUUU thin cloud [n -LI] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

G 

GAGAKUS AAGGKSU GAGAKU, ancient court music of Japan [n] 

GALLOWS AGLLOSW structure used for hanging condemned person [n -ES] 

GAPOSIS AGIOPSS gap in row of buttons or snaps [n -ES] 

GENESIS EEGINSS origin (coming into being) [n -SES] 

GLANDES ADEGLNS GLANS, tip of penis or clitoris [n] 

GLIOSIS GIILOSS pathological proliferation of glial cells [n -SES] 

GLUTEUS EGLSTUU buttock muscle [n -EI] 

GRAMPUS AGMPRSU marine mammal [n -ES] 

GUBBINS BBGINSU trivial object [n -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

H 

HABITUS ABHISTU bodily build and constitution [n -ES] 

HALITUS AHILSTU exhalation [n -ES] 

HALVERS AEHLRSV half shares [n] 

HAMULUS AHLMSUU small hook [n -LI] 

HEREDES DEEEHRS HERES, heir [n] 

HIJINKS HIIJKNS mischievous fun [n] 

HOMINES EHIMNOS HOMO, member of genus that includes modern man [n] 

HUMERUS EHMRSUU large bone of upper arm [n -RI] 

HURDIES DEHIRSU buttocks [n] 
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HYDROPS DHOPRSY hydropsy (dropsy (excessive accumulation of serous fluid)) [n -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

I 

ICTERUS CEIRSTU diseased condition of liver [n -ES] 

ILEITIS EIIILST inflammation of ileum [n -IDES, -ES] 

IMPETUS EIMPSTU impelling force [n -ES] 

INCUBUS BCINSUU demon (evil spirit) [n -BI, -ES] 

INCUDES CDEINSU plural of incus (bone in middle ear) [n] 

INNARDS ADINNRS internal organs [n/pl] 

ISTHMUS HIMSSTU strip of land connecting two larger land masses [n -MI, -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

J 

JACALES AACEJLS JACAL, hut [n] 

JACOBUS ABCJOSU old English coin [n -ES] 

JAGGIES AEGGIJS jagged effect on curved line [n] 

JAMMIES AEIJMMS pajamas (garment for sleeping or lounging [n] 

JEEPERS EEEJPRS used as mild oath [interj] 

JIMJAMS AIJJMMS violent delirium [n] 

JOANNES AEJNNOS johannes (Portuguese coin) [n] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

K 

KALENDS ADEKLNS calends (first day of Roman month) [n] 

KENOSIS EIKNOSS incarnation of Christ [n -ES] 

KETOSIS EIKOSST buildup of ketones in body [n [-SES] 

KINESIS EIIKNSS type of movement (act of moving (to change from one position to another)) [n -SES, -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

L 

LAMPERS AELMPRS lampas (inflammation of roof of horse’s mouth) [n -ES] 

LAPIDES ADEILPS LAPIS, semiprecious stone [n] 

LASHINS AHILNSS abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n] 

LEGGIES EEGGILS LEGGY [n] 

LEMURES EELMRSU ghosts of dead in ancient Roman religion [n] 

LIATRIS AIILRST herb with tubular flowers [n -ES] 

LIMITES EIILMST LIMES, fortified boundary [n] 

LIMULUS ILLMSUU horseshoe crab [n -LI] 

LINCTUS CILNSTU syrupy medicine [n -ES] 

LITHOPS HILOPST succulent African plant [n] 

LITOTES EILOSTT figure of speech in which assertion is made by negation of its opposite [n LITOTES] 

LOCULUS CLLOSUU small, cell-like chamber [n -LI] 

LOGGATS AGGLOST old English throwing game [n] 

LOGGETS EGGLOST old English throwing game [n] 

LOIASIS AIILOSS tropical African disease [n -SES, -ES] 
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LONGIES EGILNOS long underwear [n] 

LYCHNIS CHILNSY flowering plant [n -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

M 

MALLEUS AELLMSU bone of middle ear [n -EI] 

MEIOSIS EIIMOSS type of cell division [n -SES] 

MERISIS EIIMRSS growth (development) [n -SES] 

MILREIS EIILMRS former monetary unit of Portugal [n] 

MIMESIS EIIMMSS mimicry (instance of mimicking) [n -SES, -ES] 

MIMULUS ILMMSUU flowering plant [n -ES] 

MITOSIS IIMOSST type of cell division [n -SES] 

MODULUS DLMOSUU number that produces same remainder when divided into each of two numbers [n -LI] 

MONADES ADEMNOS MONAS, monad (single-celled organism) [n] 

MUGGINS GGIMNSU stupid person [n -ES] / card game [n MUGGINS] 

MYCOSIS CIMOSSY disease caused by fungus [n -SES] 

MYIASIS AIIMSSY infestation of human tissue by fly maggots [n -SES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

N 

NEMESIS EEIMNSS formidable opponent [n -SES] 

NOMBLES BELMNOS numbles (animal entrails) [n] 

NONNEWS ENNNOSW not being news [adj] 

NONPROS NNOOPRS to enter judgment against plaintiff who fails to prosecute [v -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

NOPALES AELNOPS NOPAL, cactus of Mexico and Central America [n] 

NUCLEUS CELNSUU essential part of cell [n -EI, -ES] 

NUMBLES BELMNSU animal entrails [n] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

O 

OCELLUS CELLOSU minute simple eye [n -LI] 

OCTOPUS COOPSTU nocturnal octopod [n -PI, -PODES, -ES] 

OESTRUS EORSSTU estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n -ES] 

OODLINS DILNOOS oodles (large amount) [n] 

OSMOSIS IMOOSSS form of diffusion of fluid through membrane [n -SES] 

OSTOSIS IOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

P 

PAPYRUS APPRSUY tall aquatic plant [n -RI, -ES] 

PARADOS AADOPRS protective embankment [n -ES] 

PARESIS AEIPRSS partial loss of ability to move [n -SES] 

PARODOS ADOOPRS ode sung in ancient Greek drama [n -OI] 

PELORUS ELOPRSU navigational instrument [n -ES] 

PENATES AEENPST Roman gods of household [n] 

PERITUS EIPRSTU expert theologian [n -TI] 
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PETASOS AEPSSTU PETASUS, broad-brimmed hat worn I ancient Greece [n -ES] 

PETASUS AEPSSTU broad-brimmed hat worn I ancient Greece [n -ES] 

PHALLUS AHLLPSU penis [n -ES, -LLI] 

PHOEBUS BEHOPSU sun [n -ES] 

PINONES EINNOPS PINON, pine tree [n] 

PLUTEUS ELPSTUU larva of sea urchin [n -EI] 

POLYPUS LOPPSUY growth protruding from mucous lining of organ [n -PI, -ES] 

POPEYED DEEOPPY having bulging eyes [adj] 

PRIAPUS AIPPRSU representation of phallus [n -PI, -ES] 

PROTEUS EOPRSTU any of genus of aerobic bacteria [n -EI] / one that readily changes his appearance or principles [n -EI, -ES] 

PYLORUS LOPRSUY opening between stomach and duodenum [n -RI, -ES] 

PYROSIS IOPRSSY heartburn [n -ES] 

PYXIDES DEIPSXY PYXIS, pyxidium (type of seed vessel) [n] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

Q 

QUIETUS EIQSTUU final settlement [n -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

R 

REGULUS EGLRSUU mass that forms beneath slag in furnace [n -LI, -ES] 

REREDOS DEEORRS ornamental screen behind altar [n -ES] 

RHAMNUS AHMNRSU thorny tree or shrub [n -ES] 

RHOMBUS BHMORSU type of geometric figure [n -BI, -ES] 

RICINUS CIINRSU large-leaved plant [n -ES] 

RICKETS CEIKRST disease resulting from Vitamin D deficiency [n] 

RIVULUS ILRSUUV small tropical American fish [n -ES] 

ROOBOIS BIOOORS South African evergreen shrub [n -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

S 

SAPIENS AEINPSS pertaining to recent man [adj] 

SARDIUS ADIRSSU sard (variety of quartz) [n -ES] 

SAROSES AEORSSS SAROS, eclipse cycle of sun and moon [n] 

SCABIES ABCEISS skin disease [n SCABIES] 

SCHNAPS ACHNPSS schnapps (strong liquor) [n] 

SCYPHUS CHPSSUY Greek cup with two handles [n -HI] 

SFERICS CEFIRSS electronic detector of storms [n] 

SHAMOIS AHIMOSS chamois (soft leader) [n] 

SHERRIS EHIRRSS sherry (type of wine) [n -ES] 

SHNAPPS AHNPPSS schnapps (strong liquor) [n] 

SIEMENS EEIMNSS unit of electrical conductance [n -ES] 

SILENUS EILNSSU woodland deity of Greek mythology [n -NI] 

SILVICS CIILSSV study of forest trees [n] 

SITHENS EHINSST since (from then until now) [adv] 

SKEPSIS EIKPSSS attitude or outlook of skeptic [n -ES] 
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SMILIES EIILMSS representation of smiling face [n] 

SOLIDUS DILOSSU coin of ancient Rome [n -DI] 

SORITES EIORSST type of argument used in logic [n] 

SOROSIS IOORSSS women's club or society [n -SES, -ES] 

SOUKOUS KOOSSUU dance music in Democratic Republic of Congo [n -ES] 

SOZZLED DELOSZZ drunk [adj] 

STARETS AERSSTT spiritual adviser in Eastern Orthodox Church [n] 

STIRPES EIPRSST STIRPS, family or branch of family [n] 

STRATUS ARSSTTU type of cloud [n -TI, -ES] 

STYLOPS LOPSSTY insect that is parasite of other insects [n] 

STYPSIS IPSSSTY use of styptic [n -ES] 

SYCOSIS CIOSSSY inflammatory disease of hair follicles [n -SES] 

SYNESIS EINSSSY type of grammatical construction [n -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

T 

TAGETES AEEGSTT flowering plant [n] 

TALIPES AEILPST clubfoot (deformed foot) [n] 

TELESIS EEILSST planned progress [n -SES] 

TENNIES EEINNST low-cut sneakers [n] 

TERESES EEERSST TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n] 

TERETES EEERSTT TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n] 

TETANUS AENSTTU infectious disease [n -ES] 

THALLUS AHLLSTU plant body without true root, stem, or leaf [n -LLI, -ES] 

THERMOS EHMORST container used to keep liquids either hot or cold [n -ES] 

THETRIS EHIRSTT THETRI, tetri (monetary unit of Republic of Georgia) [n]  

THYRSUS HRSSTUY type of flower cluster [n -SI] 

TRISMUS IMRSSTU lockjaw (form of tetanus) [n -ES] 

TROILUS ILORSTU large butterfly [n -ES] 

TSIMMES EIMMSST tzimmes (vegetable stew [n] 

TSOORIS IOORSST tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n] 

TSOURIS IORSSTU tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n TSOURIS] 

TUMULUS LMSTUUU mound over grave [n -LI, -ES] 

TURKOIS IKORSTU turquois (greenish blue gem) [n -ES] 

TZIMMES EIMMSTZ vegetable stew [n] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

U 

UMBONES BEMNOSU UMBO, rounded elevation at center of shield [n] 

UNBAKED ABDEKNU BAKE, to prepare food in oven [adj] 

UNBALED ABDELNU UNBALE, to loosen from compressed bundle [adj] 

UNBASED ABDENSU BASED, BASE, to found (to establish) [adj] 

UNBATED ABDENTU unabated (to reduce in degree or intensity) [adj] 

UNBLEST BELNSTU not blest (to sanctify (to make holy)) [adj] 

UNBONED BDENNOU BONE, to debone (to remove bones from) [adj] 

UNCARED ACDENRU not properly taken care of [adj] 
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UNCEDED CDEEENU CEDE, to yield (to give up) [adj] 

UNCINUS CINNSUU uncinate structure [n -NI] 

UNCURED CDENRUU cured, to restore to health [adj] 

UNDATED ADDENTU DATE, to determine or record date of [adj] 

UNFADED ADDEFNU FADE, to lose color or brightness [adj] 

UNFAKED ADEFKNU FAKE, to contrive and present as genuine [adj] 

UNFAZED ADEFNUZ FAZE, to disturb composure of [adj] 

UNFIRED DEFINRU FIRED, FIRE, to project by discharging from gun [adj] 

UNFUSED DEFNSUU FUSE, to equip with fuse (detonating device) [adj] 

UNGATED ADEGNTU GATE, to supply with gate (movable barrier) [adj] 

UNJADED ADDEJNU JADE, to weary (to make or become weary) [adj] 

UNLINED DEILNNU LINED, LINE, to mark with lines (slender, continuous marks) [adj] 

UNLOBED BDELNOU LOBE, rounded, projecting anatomical part [adj] 

UNMATED ADEMNTU MATE, to join as mates (partners in union) [adj] 

UNMINED DEIMNNU MINE, to dig into for valuable materials [adj] 

UNMOVED DEMNOUV MOVED, MOVE, to change from one position to another [adj] 

UNNAMED ADEMNNU NAME, to give title to [adj] 

UNNOTED DENNOTU NOTED, NOTE, to write down [adj] 

UNPAGED ADEGNPU having no page numbers [adj] 

UNPAVED ADENPUV PAVE, to cover with material that forms firm, level surface [adj] 

UNPOSED DENOPSU POSE, to assume fixed position [adj] 

UNRAKED ADEKNRU RAKE, to gather with toothed implement [adj] 

UNRATED ADENRTU RATE, to estimate value of [adj] 

UNRAZED ADENRUZ RAZE, to tear down or demolish [adj] 

UNRISEN EINNRSU RISE, to move upward [adj] 

UNRULED DELNRUU RULE, to exercise control over [adj] 

UNSATED ADENSTU SATE, to satiate (to satisfy to or beyond capacity) [adj] 

UNSAVED ADENSUV SAVE, to rescue from danger, injury, or loss [adj] 

UNSIZED DEINSUZ SIZE, to arrange according to size (physical proportions) [adj] 

UNTAKEN AEKNNTU TAKE, to get possession of [adj] 

UNTIMED DEIMNTU TIME, to determine speed or duration of [adj] 

UNTIRED DEINRTU TIRED, sapped of strength [adj] 

UNTONED DENNOTU lacking in muscular definition [adj] 

UNURGED DEGNRUU URGE, to force forward [adj] 

UNWAGED ADEGNUW not receiving money for work [adj] 

UNZONED DENNOUZ ZONE, to arrange in zones (areas distinguished from other adjacent areas) [adj] 

UVEITIS EIISTUV inflammation of uvea [n -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

V 

VANITAS AAINSTV still-life painting having symbols of death or change [n -ES] 

VELITES EEILSTV foot soldiers of ancient Rome [n] 

VERGLAS AEGLRSV thin coating of ice on rock [n -ES] 

VERITAS AEIRSTV truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n -ATES] 

VIROSIS IIORSSV infection with virus [n -SES] 

VOMITUS IMOSTUV vomited matter [n -ES] 
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W 

WALKIES AEIKLSW used to command dog to prepare for walk [interj] 

WEEJUNS EEJNSUW trademark [n] 

WHATSIS AHISSTW whatsit (something whose name is unknown or forgotten) [n -ES] 

WHOOSIS HIOOSSW object or person whose name is not known [n -ES] 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

X 

XENOPUS ENOPSUX frog native to southern Africa [n -ES] 

XEROSIS EIORSSX abnormal dryness of body part or tissue [n -SES]  

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

Y 

 

Sssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 7s 

Z 

ZYGOSIS GIOSSYZ union of two gametes [n -SES] 

ZYMOSIS IMOSSYZ fermentation [n -SES] 


	TSOURIS IORSSTU tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n TSOURIS]

